ABSTRACT

The title of this thesis is “Analisis Fungsi dan Makna Yin Yang Bagi Masyarakat Tionghoa di Kota Medan. The purpose is to explain how the function and meaning of Yin Yang for Chinese people in Medan. The writer choose Yin Yang because it has simple symbol, whiches used in life, such as Chinese people who live in Medan use it in reaching healthy and body balance. In other side, Yin yang has in deep meaning. The place of observations only in Jl.Sekip Medan. To describe the analysis, the writer used descriptive metod. The theory used in the thesis are functional theory and and semiotic theory. Functional theory is used to analyse the function Yin Yang for Chinese people in Medan and semiotic theory is used to analyse the meaning Yin Yang for Chinese people in medan. This analyse show how to explains function Yin Yang in healty and body balance from choosing healty food and diet and Chinese people in Medan believe Yin Yang show us in our life we must fair, pairs, balance and in life nothing is perfect.
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